
Explain Pain 1

The Brain works as an
Orchestra

A skilled Orchestra can play
thousands of tunes, with

di�erent tempos, in di�erent
keys. New tunes can be

made up, old tunes revived.

If the Orchestra plays the
same tune over and over, it
becomes automatic, it plays
by memory, and it becomes

more di�cult to play
anything else.

Curiosity and Creativity
become lost.

PAIN can be thought of as
one tune that is played over

and over

You are in DANGER!!!

If you are in DANGER, the
Brain activates several

systems that work together
to get you out of Danger

1. Sympathetic Nervous
System: increase heart rate,

mobilise energy stores,
increase vigilance, sweat.

2. Motor System: run away,
�ght, protect damaged area.

3. Endocrine System:
mobilise energy store,

reduce gut and reproductive
activity.

4. Pain Production System:
motivate to escape and seek

help, attract attention

5. Immune System (later):
�ght invaders, sensitise

neurones, produce fever,
make sleepy to promote

healing

6. Parasympathetic System
(later): nourish cells, heal

tissue

If you are in PAIN for a long
time, the sustained activity of

these  6 systems starts to
cause other problems

These 6 Systems are their
best for short periods

The truth about muscles

Muscles take a lot of blame
for pain

Let's put muscle pain in
perspective with these 6 key

points

1. Muscles have many
sensors in them, so they can

easily be a signi�cant
contributor to a pain

experience

2. Muscles can become
unhealthy and weak,
especially if they are

underused, or used in ways
to which they are not suited

3. Muscles are actually quite
hard to injure. Sure they
bruise, microtears can

happen, but it is di�cult to
severely injure a muscle.

4. Muscles have a great
blood supply, so when they

become injured they are
CHAMPION HEALERS.

5. Altered muscle activity is
part of your response to

injury and threat. Changes in
muscle activity in the short

term serve short term
purposes like escape or

bracing (it is normal, but not
in the long term).

6. If your muscles are
working di�erently you must

ask yourself why. It is the
BRAIN that allows freedom

and quality of muscle
expression.

Skin

Makes up about 15 to 20% of
body weight

Is a protector and as the �rst
physical contact with the
outside world, it contains

many alarm bells

Interestingly, an injury of the
skin very rarely leads to  

chronic pain, with the
exception of severe burns

Damaged skin heals quickly,
much faster than ligaments

and muscles.

Has a high density of
sensors, including alarm

sensors for heat, cold,
mechanical forces and

various chemicals

Is usually very mobile. It
slides as we move

When you massage your
skin, you are moving tissues

and also sending useful
impulse to the brain.

So, movements and tuch are
useful ways to refresh your

virtual and actual body

LAFTs - Living Adaptable
Force Transducers (formerly

known as discs)

LAFTs are �rmly integrated
with adjacent vertebrae and

are made of the same
material as your ear + some

strong ligament.

LAFT injuries attract very
some strong adjectives like
'degenerated', 'herniated',

'slipped',...

These words alone are
strong enough to stop you

moving properly.

1. The outer layers of all
LAFTs has a nerve supply, so

danger sensors can be
activated if those layers are

in danger

2. An injured LAFT may
not necessarily result in pain.
As LAFT slowly in�ames, pain

may emerge 8-12 h later.

It's quite common that a
LAFT injury will result in pain

and sti�ness the day after
injury

3. LAFTs degenerate
naturally. It does not have to

contribute to a pain
experience.

At last 30% of people who
have no low back pain, have

LAFTs bulging into their
spinal canal

4. LAFT never slip. They age,
bulge, sometimes herniate

and only sometimes squeeze
onto a nerve or release
chemicals that irritate a

nerve.

Despite these dramatic
changes this does not
necessarily alarm the

nervous system. In fact, the
most common LAFT injury is

a strain of its ligaments
tissue - a bit like twisting your

ankle

5. LAFTs heal slowly, but they
will always be a bit tatty

around the edge

6. LAFTS, nerves, spinal joints
are not delicate structures

Injury and Healing process

Whenever you are injured,
the healing power of the

human body kicks in.

All tissues have a predictable
healing time. Once the

healing time has passed they
don't get another chance.

No matter what tissues you
have injured, a similar

healing process occurs.

Speed of healing

Tissues with poorer blood
supply such as ligaments
take longer to heal than
those with better blood
supply such as skin and

muscle.

Pain level

Pain is high when you are
injured - Acute phase

(In�ammation): swelling,
redness, pain. You need to
rest to protect your tissues.

Gradually the pain should
diminish as the tissues heal,

often goes before the healing
is completed.

If the tissues are healed but the
pain is still present, pain is less

associated with the tissues
(Chronic Pain).

Nerve

Can be injured by cutting, too
much squeezing and pulling,

by irritating chemicals
around the nerve, and by

sustained reduction in blood
supply

Nerves love the freedom to
move

Nerves change appearance
with age. They can become a

little thinner or, in areas
where they need more

protection or where they rub
a bit, they can become

thickened

Sometimes nerve can be
injured  but not create 

danger message for days or
weeks

DRG: Dorsal Root Ganglion

It's a minibrain because is
the �rst place that messages
coming in from your tissues

can undergo some
modulation and evaluation

All the sensory neurones that
make up the peripheral
nerve have their nucleus

(control centre)  in the DRG.

The nucleus is where the
DNA of the neurone resides,
ready to be activated to start

making sensors, which are
transported to the rest of the

neurone

Anything that a�ects the DRG
can have e�ects on the
whole peripheral nerve,

including changing in
transmission and

manufacture of sensors

The DRG is tuned in to
whatever is in your blood,
including adrenaline and
other chemicals that gush

into the bloodstream when
you are stressed.

Manufacturing more
adrenaline sensors to put in
the DRG is one of many ways

that the body can increase
sensitivity

Bones & Joints

Dislocations and Fractures
are nealry always painful,

however most people with
worn joints never know

about it.

Our bones and joints are not
very attractive when X-Rayed,

especially if we are a bit
older.

The magnitude of x-ray
�ndings relates poorly to

the amount of pain.

Joints adore movement and
regular compression, which
is essential for joint health.

Movement distributes the
slippery joint �uid (synovial

�uid), and cartilage loves the
pumping compression.

Smashed bones can heal,
sometimes stronger than

before. The repair process is
accomplished within 6

weeks.

Some joints in your neck or
back can get injured, eg. in

car accidents.

Your Brain may have
recognised the threat, which

may, or may not, result in
Pain.

Remember, activity of the
Alarm System (nociception)

is neither su�cient nor
necessary to cause Pain.


